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the narcotics anonymous step working guide - some na members feel their way through the first step1 by intuition others
choose to work step one in a more systematic fashion our reasons for formally working step one will vary from member to
member it may be that we re new to recovery and we ve just fought and lost an exhausting battle with drugs, na it works
how and why workbook pdfsdocuments2 com - we re new in narcotics anonymous and our first step is primarily about
looking at the it works how and why defines the term restoration as changing to a point, it works how and why coastal
carolina area - how and why of recovery are found in many places in each other in our relationship with a higher power in
our hearts and minds and fi nally in the collective wisdom of our members, download it works how and why twelve steps
and issuu - download it works how and why twelve steps and twelve traditions of narcotics anonymous full e boo published
on dec 11 2015 many books have been written about the nature of addiction, na step guide workbook soberrecovery
alcoholism - i just bought the big blue book the 12 step book and the na it works how and why and the na step working
guide i can t wait to start reading them i take it you re newer to the program if you just bought the above mentioned books, it
works how and why the twelve steps and twelve - the book is a discussion of the twelve steps and twelve traditions of
narcotics anonymous it is meant to help the reader determine his own interpretation of the principles contained in narcotics
anonymous steps and traditions it works how and why the twelve steps and twelve traditions of narcotics anonymous
narcotics, understanding the 12 traditions of narcotics anonymous - na group the na group is the primary physical entity
in narcotics anonymous as addicts we are all members and a part of the group all of our service boards and committees are
extensions of the group as defined in our 9th tradition and several others narcotics anonymous does not exist without the na
group the 12 traditions, complete tradition guide the na webservants toolbox - look to the welfare of the worldwide na
fellowship before their own 50 why is unity in narcotics anonymous so important 51 52 how important is it that our groups
conduct their affairs with the whole na 53 fellowship in mind 54 in what ways can i place the common welfare of the na
fellowship first 55 what part do i play in the overall picture
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